Problems
David Wolfe

Quilting lab grading

Name: ____________________

___ 15 ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION

___ 5 Inserted clear descriptions of code to report as needed.
___ 5 Is the Scheme code indented properly (and in a fixed-width font, e.g., courier)?
___ 5 Are arguments and procedures named well?

___ 12 ADEQUATE TESTING

___ 3 use of asymmetrical images to verify proper orientation
___ 3 use of two different images for procedures taking two image arguments
___ 3 use of even and odd numbers where appropriate
___ 3 other

___ 23 BASIC TASKS

___ 5 half-turn
___ 5 quarter-turn-left
___ 7 side-by-side
___ 6 pinwheel

___ 50 RECURSIVE AND ITERATIVE PROCEDURES

___ 10 stack-copies-of
___ 10 quilt
___ 10 checkerboard
___ 10 iterative quilt
___ 10 iterative checkerboard

______ TOTAL